DEMISOL
RULES

Just bring your laptop.

Hang around during the agency working hours.

We provide the space, the energy, the desk, the ﬂipchart,
the couch, the plants, internet connection, some coﬀee
and precious free advice from the neighbors
(High Contrast, ap 01).

Oﬃcialy from 9:00 to 18:00, usually up to 21:00, depends
on the last one who leaves the oﬃce (mostly because he
overslept and arrived at 11:00). From Monday to Friday,
weekends are for parties, hiking, drawing, sleeping,
overeating etc (you got it).

Prove your passion.

Spend some time in the agency.

You have to be involved in the creative or interactive
industry. This is a place especially dedicated to you
(designers, developers, illustrators, copywriters,
marketing people, architects, photographers etc), for
being brave enough to struggle through this by yourself.

No more than one hour per week. Do something nice for
us in exchange: show us something cool (not youtube
videos, we know them already). Give us some honest
feedback, teach us something we don’t know, make a
change somehow.

Be ﬂexible.

Respect freedom.

There will be a limited time for each freelancer so anyone
can have the chance to drop by. You can start with
a week and go further if you convince us you’re worth it.

We love dogs so much that we couldn’t stand to see them
indoor. So no, you can’t bring your pet inside, but we do
have a nice garden where you can leave your pet for a while.

Be a nice person.
Please do not disturb the neighbors, clean after yourself,
be nice with the plants.

If you want to, we will notify you by email (via a newsletter subscription)
every time there’s a free desk so you can claim it again.

Sharing your experience at The HC Demisol on Facebook, Instagram, your
blog / website would be nice. Not a rule, but it would be nice.

demisol@highcontrast.ro
www.highcontrast.ro

